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January 5tb2014 

Dr.Richard Arjun Kaul,MD 
200 Broadacres Drive, Suite 130 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 
Office Tel:973 338 0980 ext 214 
Email: drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear President Obama: 

COURT TRANSCRIPTION FRAUD 

I am writing this letter to bring to your attention and request the assistance of the United States government in the 
investigation of the commitment of illegal acts ofevidence tampering and court transcript alteration which have 
been brought on multiple occasions to the attention of the current governor of New Jersey Chris Christie. I have 
been forced to make this appeal to you and the Federal authorities due to the continued lack of response from the 
Christie administration and New Jersey administrative law judge, Ho~ard Solomon, to multiple letters I have sent 
regarding the willful alteration and loss of court transcripts in the matter ofNew Jersey V Dr. Richard A. Kaul
Docket Number: BER-L-2256-13 

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 

I am a physician, citizen of India and graduated from medical school in London in 1988. I first came to the US in 
1989 and underwent 6 years ofpost-graduate training in the fields ofgeneral surgery, anesthesiology and 
interventional pain returning to the UK in 1995 to undergo a further year of training in interventional pain. I 
relocated to the US in 2001 and entered private practice in the state ofNew Jersey and from 2002 to 2012 I 
underwent extensive international training in the emerging field of minimally invasive spine surgery and 
successfully carried out 5000 interventional spine procedures and 800 minimally invasive spine surgeries. In 2005 I 
was the 1 st physician to perform an outpatient lumbar inter-body fusion, a procedure utilized to surgically address 
painful spinal conditions, and which up until that point had been only been available to patients in the more 
expensive hospital setting and as inpatients. The advances in spinal technology and surgical techniques have 
permitted physicians from interventional pain and radiology to safely and effectively provide spine care services to 
more patients using the more economic ambulatory surgical setting. Over the last decade a number of innovative 
New Jersey physicians have developed this previously neglected sector of health care and increased patient 
availability ofminimally invasive spine surgery. However as with all innovations in medicine, particularly when 
they divert monies away from large business interests such as hospitals, they often lead to medical professional turf 
wars with the current disagreements referred in the media as The Spine Turf Wars. These also involve vigorously 
contested disputes between the neurosurgeons and interventional pain physicians as to who is properly qualified to 
perform spinal interventions. 

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY 

While I admit my clinical professional record is not perfect I think it is important to state that I have paid dearly for 
any perceived transgressions. I am not perfect, medicine is not perfect and not every patient has a perfect outcome 
every time. The case that occurred in the UK in 1999 has been extensively litigated and I have beep penalized 
excessively. The continued reference to and exploitation of this matter to attack my character and clinical 
competence is simply reflective of the political foundation that accounts for my current legal battle with the New 
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Jersey Medical Board, which, it should be stated is politically appointed and not elected by the physician 
community. 

The current legal battle, that I have been fighting since April 2012 when the New Jersey Medical Board suspended 
my license. based upon allegations of not being properly qualified, has its origins in the fact that between 2009 and 
2010 Mr. Christie received large donations from the certain hospitals and neurosurgeons in New Jersey. While I 
now understand that this system ofpolitical cronyism is an accepted practice in New Jersey and would explain the 
unfortunate moniker of 'pay to play' that is often used to describe the business culture, what I cannot accept and 
which I am sure all American citizens would fmd gravely unjust is the willful alteration and loss of the court 
transcripts from the hearing in the New Jersey office of administrative law in front of Judge Howard Solomon 
between April 9th and June 30th 2013. . 

LEGAL AND LETTER CHRONOLOGY 

April 2nd 2012· The NJ Medical Board files a complaint to suspend my medical license with allegations that I am 
not properly qualified to perform minimally invasive spine surgeries despite the fact that the medical board had 
actually renewed my license every year since 2004 and were fully aware of the minimally invasive spine procedures 
I had been performing. 
May 9th 2012· An agreement is reached with the medical board in which I agree to not perform minimally invasive 
discectomies or fusions but which allows me to perform interventional pain procedures. Unfortunately the attorney 
general at that time, Jeffrey Chiesa, made some very prejudicial comments to the New Jersey media which in my 
opinion tainted the entire legal process even assuming it had not already been prejudged. This manipulation ofthe 
media by an individual assigned to uphold the law was an issue that my attorney, Robert Conroy, raised during the 
subsequent June 13th 2012 hearing before the medical board and which provided a significant basis for the Mercer 
County Superior Court application·June 7th 2012· requesting the appointment ofa special prosecutor and ad hoc 
medical board. 
May 23rd 2012·Eric Kanefsky, the acting director of the division of consumer affairs, files a complaint to reverse 
the agreement with the medical board alleging that a document subpoena from the medical board to my then 
attornel' Robert Conroy, had not been addressed. 
June 7 2012- Robert Conroy, no doubt suspecting foul play on the part ofthe state, files a complaint in Mercer 
County superior court requesting the appointment of a special prosecutor and an ad hoc medical board. Please see 
attached. 
June 13 th 2012-There is a hearing before the medical board to which Mr. Conroy brings his own legal 
transcriptionist and during which to my great surprise he makes reference to Richard Nixon and the cover up being 
worse than the crime. The medical board under pressure from the New Jersey attorney general, Jeffrey Chiesa, 
suspends my license. Please see attached . 
April 9th-June 30th 2013-There is a hearing before Judge Howard Solomon in the office of administrative law during 
which 15 witnesses, including physicians, lawyers, patients and clinical consultants, testify on my behalf .On a 
number ofkey days including specifically the date that Dr. Gregory Przybylski, the states expert testified I brought 
my own transcriptionist to court due to my concerns about the truthfulness oflegal transcription in a quasi legal 
entity under the control of Christie. This act seemed to visibly upset Judge Howard Solomon. As would later 
become apparent the transcript obtained from Veritext, the company I retained, was critically different to the 
transcript produced by J.H. Buhrer, the New Jersey company employed by the state with the specific detail being the 
omission in the state transcript ofGPs admission under cross examination that NO STANDARDS existed for the 
performance ofminimally invasive spine surgery. 
September 220d 2013- The alteration of critical parts ofthe court transcript and the difficulty in obtaining all ofthe 
transcripts from J.H. Buhrer prompted me to send a letter to Judge Solomon(please see attached) and which to date I 
have received no response. 
September 26th 2013· A letter was sent to the office ofMr. Christie (please see attached) detailing the same concerns 
and to which a phone call was received from one of his staffbut no written response. 
September 27th 2013- A letter was sent to J.H. Buhrer (please see attached) with no written or verbal response 
addressing the issues of missing transcripts. 
November 13th• The post trial submission brief was submitted to Judge Solomon by my attorney Charles Shaw 
(please see attached) which made some very strong evidential arguments. 
November 14th -The post trial submission brief was submitted to Judge Solomon by Doreen Hather, the attorney 
general for New Jersey, which was materially deficient compared to the brief submitted by Charles Shaw. 



November 171h
_ The Bergen Record, a vehemently pro Christie newspaper, publishes a very one sided 6000 word 

front page story in the Sunday edition written by Lindy Washburn and which one can only assume was intended to 
both taint public opinion and prejudice the opinion of Judge Solomon. 
December 161h

_ Judge Solomon issues his written opinion which is almost an exact regurgitation of the brief 
submitted by Doreen Hather. Ofgreat concern is that Lindy Washburn sent me an email at 3pm asking for a 
comment about his ruling BEFORE even my attorney, Charles Shaw, became aware that a decision had been issued. 
This naturally raises suspicions about improper communications between Lindy Washburn, Doreen Hather and 
Judge Solomon. . 
December 261h

_ I submit a letter to Judge Solomon ~Iease see attached) in which I asked the following questions: 
I. 	 Did you read the November 17 2013 story written by Lindy Washburn and published in the 

Bergen Record regarding my case? 
2. 	 Do you have knowledge that the transcripts had been altered? 
3. 	 Did you have any communications at any time with any parties during which you were 

encouraged not to enforce the Robert Heary subpoena? 

SPINE AFRICA PROJECT 

The Spine Africa Project is a 501 c 3 US based charity that provides free medical education and clinical care to the 
citizens of the Democratic Republic ofCongo. The organization began in 2008 after a trip I made to the DRC during 
which I witnessed the high rate of paralysis among young males injured in the mining sector, the experience of 
which motivated me to establish the philanthropic entity. To obtain federal 501 c 3 status required the charity to be 
incorporated as a US business which it was in 2011 in the state ofNew Jersey but which unfortunately provided the 
Christie administration with another target at which to aim their legal attacks on me and any associated entities. 
After the suspension of my medical license the Spine Africa Project was bombarded with a number harassing legal 
subpoenas which did nothing but demonstrate the charity was properly organized and incorporated. The time and 
monies that were however required to address these ongoing legal attacks unfortunately diverted my ability to 
continue to provide resources and care to the underprivileged people in Africa. In addition as the attached letter to 
the CEO ofTD Bank, Bharat Masrani, indicates an agency of the Christie administration most likely contacted TD 
Bank with instructions to file a fraud complaint intended to prevent the Spine Africa Project from obtaining banking 
services in the state ofNew Jersey. These sinister and coordinated assaults on a charity that helps African people 
with no healthcare are without question the most sickening part of this whole affair and in my opinion demonstrate 
the total disregard Mr. Christie has for Africans and Africa. 

AFFORDABLE HEAL m CARE ACT 

Theprovision ofhigh quality cost effective healthcare is both a driving force and goal of the Affordable Health Care 
Act. The provision of minimally invasive spine surgical services to more patients with greater economy is logically 
a consequence of increasing the number of clinical providers, decreasing the fixed overhead costs ofthe facilities 
used and minimizing the monopolistic conduct ofneurosurgeons and hospital corporations that have contriblited 
significant political donations to the New Jersey Republican Party attempting to exclude the interventional pain 
physicians and ambulatory surgical centers from providing spine care. The financially engineered attempts by 
certain New Jersey neurosurgeons to effectuate the suspending of my medical license was also intended to 
intimidate other interventional pain physicians from continuing to perform minimally invasive spine surgery and 
this, in my opinion, is counterproductive to the development of a healthcare system that provides high quality cost 
effective care. 

FEDERAL CONSEQUENCES OF UNJUST STATE ACTION 

The suspension oomy medical license in New Jersey effectively prevents me from obtaining a license in any other 
American state. The illegal alteration and Joss oflegal transcripts orchestrated by the Christie administration in their 
win at all costs,approach wiIJ, if not vigorously investigated, have irreversible federal consequences. It would not be 
in the interests ofjustice or the American public to allow this attempt of a cover up by Mr. Christie to remain 
unexplored. I accept that the medical licensing system in the US operates on a state by state basis and in which the 
action ofone state leads invariably to similar actions in all other states. However if a physician is to be penalized 
then he must be afforded due legal process in the state that takes action without being the subject of political 
influence or corruption. The fact that there has been no investigation ofthe alteration and loss oflegaJ transcripts 



despite the nUmerous letters sent to Judge Howard Solomon and Mr. Christie should be ofimmense concern and 
which provide the fundamental basis for this letter and request for the assistance of the United States government. 

CONCLUSION 

The wrongful and politically motivated acts committed by a state agency in the arena of healthcare deserve the same 
scrutiny that would be directed towards the malfeasance of individual physicians or medical institutions. The real 
victims ofthe Christie sponsored license suspension are my patients in both Africa and the US who have been 
denied access to the physician oftheir choice. However ofeven greater potential concern is the ease with which 
legal transcripts were altered which demonstrate a complete disregard for one of the founding principles of this 
country, the rule oflaw. 

I look forward to your response. 

Cc: George J. !!lcott D.P.M., D.O. 

President ofNew Jersey Board ofMedical Examiners 

P. O. Box 183 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0183 

CHARVETTE CFUNN_IINoIIry..BuIIUc......, 
My OommIniOn bpirtI Aug 13. 201' 


